EASIER COMPLIANCE, REDUCED RISKS

The Challenge:
Preventing alcohol and tobacco sales to minors

A young man steps up to the counter with a six-pack in his hands, a young lady orders a beer at her favorite bar, another young adult asks for a pack of cigarettes. In all these cases, the retail clerk assesses age and asks for ID. A driver license is presented and the clerk gives it a cursory look, quickly checks the date of birth, verifies the age, hands the license back and continues with the purchase. The problem is the clerk did the math incorrectly and inadvertently sold to a minor. Even worse, the ID may be fake.

Compliance is a challenge for everyone who must adhere to laws that control access to age-restricted venues and products such as alcohol, marijuana and cigarettes. Law enforcement and government agencies across the U.S. constantly work to assure retail establishments and age-restricted venues like clubs and casinos follow the law. Business owners, managers and personnel try to do their part, too. They know the consequences of non-compliance are serious. Fines, loss of license, and criminal charges can result. Age restriction compliance challenges can be difficult. Intellicheck’s Age ID®, the industry leading technology solution for ID authentication and age verification, is a must-have mobile application for both law enforcement and businesses.

THE INTELlicheck SOLUTION:
Instant ID authentication, ensured compliance

The question is what can you do to ease the challenges of age restriction compliance? The answer is Intellicheck’s Age ID®. The industry leading technology solution for ID authentication and age verification, is a must-have mobile application for both law enforcement and businesses. Age ID® authenticates identification documents like driver licenses using either a mobile device, a tablet and even integrates with point-of-sale systems in retail establishments. Using Age ID®, a simple scan of a barcoded ID delivers real-time results that indicate whether the ID is either authentic or fake and tells you if the person presenting the ID is of legal age. Authentication data is displayed in highlighted fields of red, yellow and green, so the user is clearly alerted to problem IDs. When you need to know now, Age ID® gets the job done.

Find out how you can ensure compliance and reduce your risks.
Contact Intellicheck today for a free consultation at (516) 992-1900, or visit intellicheck.com.